
∗ Obstacle detection systems in rail road crossings based on laser radar technology

∗ Scanner systems for detecting persons falling down from platforms to rail tracks

∗ Scanner systems for debris on rail tracks which can cause an accident

∗  Anti collision systems for train to train and train to obstacle applications

∗ Graffiti attack detection systems with cameras and lasers  with data collection

∗  Intruder detection systems and surveillance cameras with special designs

∗  LED based illumination systems for general illumination applications

∗  Laser and LED based alarm lamps warning car drivers for coming trains

∗ Anti fire protection system for sub ways and tunnels based on new efficient solu

tions in detection of fire and fire extinguishers.

Rail Road applications
Summary over Laseroptronix solutions

Many of our productr are proteceted by patents and other rights.                  Data sheet nr RailSumEng 2005 11 01

Laseroptronix and our staff has been working with rail road related applications since 1990 where we

started working with a new obstacle detection system baser on laser radar technology . Our company is

not large but as we works in a net work including many other small companies with key knowledge we

can get the competence of what many larger organisations have problems to get. The net work includes

some of the most experiences optical experts, computer specialists and production staff with long expe-

rience. Volume production is done in a large subcontractor group with ISO 9002 certification and long

experience in qualified production. This gives us capability of large orders.

Our products are the outputs of many years in electro optics and industrial and military applications. We

can also offer special solutions if there is an electro optical level of competence needed.

Here is a list of some of the applications and systems we are ready to offer for you.

Applications and systems for rail road applications

Laseroptronix have special separate data sheets on these products and applications. There is a general

spec about these systems in this data sheet.
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Obstacle detection systems Laser Grab series

We offer laser based systems for detecting cars

and other obstacles in crossings. The laser radar

we use are a real 3D detector sensing the area

and when there is a difference in 3D shape this is

calculated and if corresponding to the logics of an

obstacle there is an alarm activated. This is a very

smart system insensitive of ambient light and colour

of obstacle. This solution is fail safe to match the

demands in rail road applications.

Pls. see data sheet LaserGrab Obstacle Detector

Obstacle detection systems for rail road crossings

Laser radar systems and what they do in this application.

Laser radar is in principle an laser distance meter working with pulsed light measuring the  distance to

what gives the reflex of the laser beam. This beam is scanned over a view in one axis and the outputs

is a string of angles and distance values related to them. The angles and distances are stored and

compared all the time and when there is a difference this is an obstacle of some kind. We do then check

the position and area of the obstacle and normally small obstacles shall give no alarm and this is

analysed by the micro processor in the system.

Laser radar units from Laseroptronix are very rugged and not complicated in design. This admits a long

life time and the design criteria is over 40 000 hours with no major repairs or service. Cleaning of optics

can be needed once per year in dirty environments. This makes a very good life cycle cost.

Laser radar unit on

right side is a

special model with

no elec -tronics

inside the unit.

Range is 400

meter with +- 10

cm in accu-racy

Speed is 5000 Hz.

The marked area is scanned for obstacles and the laser radar can

see objects as small as 10-20 cm.



Detection of persons on the rail tracks

LaserGrab PLS60 is a laser radar based system for detecting peoples on the rail close to the platforms

at stations. It do also work as a general obstacle detection system capable of detecting a 200 mm object

at 100 meter in distance by the reflex only. This system is recommended to have a camera option so an

operator can see the problem and do what is the best
Platform security system

using a laser radar unit can

scan and detect small

 objects on the rail top. The

laser radar is one single unit

and easy to install and

maintain. The system can

measure up to 5000 Hz in

speed and rapidly detect if

something has happened.

LaserGrab is designed to be

fail safe and hard to fool. If

graffiti painters are in the area

the LaserGrab system will

detect them and alarm

LaserGrab systems are very suitable for controlling large areas for intruders in general and graffiti

attackers in particular. We have optional camera systems recording the complete incident and making

good proof for the court of what happened.

Pls. see separate data sheet LaserGrab PLS 60 Platform detection system



LaserSnap perimeter detection system

LaserSnap is a barrier or perimeter protection system capable of ranges up to 200-500 meter with no

extra reflector and 1000 meter with a reflex array at far end. The system operates with a pulsed laser

distance meter  a microprocessor analysing the output of the distance meter. Normally we have a beam

stop at far end and when there is something in front of the beam stop this must be a target. This is

analysed and the microprocessor respond by an alarm. Output of the system can be a relay, RS 232

output or GSM / SMS messaging.

The narrow beam can see a person laying at rail at 200 meter in distance as well as look for intruders

coming over the fence around the protected area. If pointed at a point it can alarm when someone is in

front of a special  area like graffiti painters making damage. This system is very flexible and can solve

many applications in rain road safety and security / surveilance.

Optionsfor laser barriers are   GSM / SMS messaging, Integrated camera system or video recorder

Video/  Imaging over mobile phones to guard staff or control central, Fire alarm output as it sense

smoke if dense enough. Applications for laser perimeters are

Fence supervising  and perimeter control

Detection of persons laying on rail track

Detection of persons walking to close to the edge of

platforms in stations

Detection of obstacles on rail tracks

Detection of intruders anywhere in large areas

Detection of intruders in graffiti attacked areas

Starting of video recorders when someone is there

Detecting of smoke for fire detection alarms

Axle detection of trains for counting wagons

Detecting trains for obstacles hanging out from sides

or top of the wagons. ( profile  alarm )

Stop detection of trains giving red lamp at a certain

position of the train

Smoke detection / fire alarm as to much smoke stops

the laser beam.

Laser perimeters use a laser distance meter working with pulsed IR light. The distance meter can

measure to any target which gives a natural reflex and the system use a self calibration system to

search for the normal no alarm situation. This is based on dynamic filters. After this situation is found the

microprocessor look for changes in distance caused by a target moving in the area. This change is

analysed and if found as a target the microprocessors gives alarm.

Laser beam is infrared

at  905 nm

Input 12-24 volt AC/DC or what

is preferred



Train Alert Laser lamps

Train Alert Laser lamps is an unique concept where we use lasers to replace the normal warning lamps

in rail road crossings. The laser lights brightness and small divergence makes it possible to get a very

intense light at distances of  200-300 meter before the crossing. This gives the car driver a god chance to

see a train is coming and to reduce the speed in good time.

Train Alert Laser Lamps gives a very bright

and well focused beam compared to any

normal lamp system. The beam can be

arranged  so all energy comes in the

expected position of where the car drivers

eyes are expected to be. This gives

comparable attention factor to a traditional

lamp at 20-50 meter in distance.

Train Alert LED  lamps
Train alert LED lamps is one or several lamps positioned up to 300 meter in front of crossing and they are

connected to rail road signals or detectors so they are flashing when there is a train coming. This gives

good time for driver to reduce the speed before arriving to the crossing.

Train Alert LED lamp system is connected to the signalling system

of the rail road or alternatively use an own interlocking system for

detecting the coming train and too activate the system.

Train Alert LED  lamp systems can have battery operation or other

solutions including solar cells to give operation on rail roads where

there is no electricity at all.

The solution is cost efficient and have low maintenance costs.

We can now offer a own low priced GSM / SMS solution for

automatic failure reports and predicted maintenance operations.

This gives lower costs and simpler handling of all problems.

Flashing red / yellow lamps in good time before the crossing gives

the driver good time to react or wake up from dreams and stop

the car. The function is very obvious and easy to work fine.

Wire less communication

between interlocking

system and electronic

units

Standard warning

markings for rail

road crossings

Area where the intensity from the  laser lamps are comparable to

the red and white lamps used today. This gives similar attention

for the driver to see the warning lamps but at long range.

Lasers are by far the most efficient lamp system in applications

like this.

LED lamps are

based on a cluster

with high intensity

LED lamps like

traffic lights. The

life time of LED

lamps are 100 000

hours and  service

needs are very low.

Intensity is higher

than most normal

lamps



Debris on rail detection and alarm systems

Laser Grab Laser radar systems and Laser Snap perimeter systems are very usable for detecting debris

laying on the rail track. There are locations where by accident there can be things on the rail like dropped

cargo from trailers and trucks but also stones and mud coming from beside the railroad. When the train

comes into the area this may cause an accident.

Laser Grab laser radar systems can scan an area and see if something is on top of the rail tracks. Range

can be 200-400 meter depending on the dimensions you want to detect.

LaserSnap systems with a reflex in far end can be installed crosswise over the rail top and can if so see

up top 1000 meter in distance

LED lamp systems and solutions

are based on new developments

in sold state illumination and LED

lamps. These lamps can work for

over 100 000 hours with no

maintenance and have a very high

efficiency. This is with no doubt the

future lamp system. Pls. compare

the transistor versus a radio tube.

LED and solid state lamp systems for general illumination applications

LED and solid state lamps are based on light emitting diodes of new designs with very high optical output

and long life time. The LED  is very mechanically strong with no filaments or high voltage. This is a solid

state device with no high voltage or vacuum parts and fragile glass. The dimensions can be far smaller

than other lamp solutions.

The new designs can match smaller halogen lamps and fluorescent tubes in outputs and have far better

life time. We can offer vandal resistant LED lamp  systems and IR invisible lamps for supporting surveillance

cameras in night time. For emergency exits we can offer new designs of light ropes which are very easy

to follow in smoke and no ambient light conditions.

The low maintenance and long life time makes these systems very cost efficient. The electrical efficiently

saves extra costs for the user. Pay off time is often 2-5 years and life time can be 10-20 years.

During 2003 Laseroptronix will introduce new models of these lamps with unique and more user friendly

design. This will open the door for many more new applications in public communications and sub ways.

Scanning Ladar unit which can swep over

360  degree and detect all changes in the

area in a 3D way.. Laser radar units works

independent of ambient light  and colour

of targets. This is unique for this system.

Ladar units can see a 50-100

mm thick object on the rail

track top at short range. We

can see a 100-200 mm object

at very long ranges of 200-400

meter in radius.



Camera and surveillance systems and technology
Gated camera systems are by far

the most advanced systems for

surveillance. The combination of a

intensified camera and an active

laser light gives 24 hour capacity

and see through rain and in shadow

viewing easily up to 1000 meter.

On left side the Sealynx gated camera with pan and tilt and on right the outputs of a man at 300 meter

distance in complete darkness. Pls. note the laser makes the man white while the background is very

dark. This makes the system very easy to use and see what shall be watched.

CCD and surveillance camera systems with or without integrated night

vision capability. We have a broad range of cameras and pan and tilt

units etc. Unique is the IR high intensity LED lamps which makes it

easy to operate the lamps in total darkness.

We can also offer the output equipment like TFT screens, control units

video recorders etc.

New products are digital data loggers with screen etc. in small package.

Wire less camera systems. We

can offer two models of

cameras. The left camera is a

2400 MHz mini camera with a

range of  300 meter. These

cameras are easy to plant in an

area and then collect what is

happening remote.

The right camera is a RS 232 camera giving the images by a J-peg image over a RS 232 port. These

cameras can be connected to a modem or a GSM phone and when an alarm is trigging the camera it

starts to send images to any desired point. The system do also use SMS messaging and video to mobile

telephone solutions.

* SMS messaging is possible from all cameras for alarms and maintenance. No images.

* GSM transmission of images is possible in several ways. We can use single images one by one or

a stream of images.

* Copper wire, Modems , ADSL, ISDN and Ethernet  is possible for data and  image transmission of

video and images.

* GPRS has just been tested in a new way with very efficient data compression. Summer 2003 we

tested a system with 420 TV lines image and 10 Hz output over GPRS. New algorithms makes this

not expensive for real time viewing as compression is so efficient. In tests we needed “ Megabyte

per hour in data transmission.

All cameras can be interfaced to IR and laser detectors starting up the cameras when someone is there.

The lasers has unique advantages on detecting intruders and they can all co-operate with all our camera

systems. Laser radar trigging makes unique possibilities to select the best trig criteria for the application.

We can do dimension depending trig, shape depending trig and position depending trigging of the camera

which helps to sort out all false alarms.

Some models of Laser radar makes 3D images of targets. This is a real 3D photography and this open

the door for new ideas in thinking and measuring in security applications.



     Rail road applications
                                  By Laseroptronix

These systems are available in many more models. Pls. contact us for more information about your application.

Many of our products are protected by patents and other rights                    Data sheet  nr RailSumEng 2005 11 01

Fire security components and solutions is a cooperation between us and some other companies with

unique knowledge in this area. These products are new and under tests in many different applications.

We can see a unique capability in sub way and tunnel related applications where this can dramatically

reduce the dangers of fire in this area. We  are the unique source for these products worldwide

Impulse Fire Stopper extinguisher . This is a powder based fire extinguisher with very impressing

performance. The system is in some way rocket propulsed and burst the fire away  by powder. The high

power burst blow out the fire in storm and high speed winds and can penetrate inside and under obstacles

and things blocking all other systems.

BurnOut sprinkler system  working with a new liquid with a very efficient stopping of fires in textiles and

cloths of peoples in subways. This gentile system is harmless for the sprayed victims but stops the fire

inside the train when this is a must without scaring all passengers to much like what powder will do.

BurnOut fire stopping coating.  This is a very environmentally friendly liquid which can be painted to

any surface which can absorb water. The coating is invisible and when painted with 400 gram of this

coating per square meter the material is almost impossible to get in fire. This is cost efficient and easy to

do when building or after when upgrading of security level is needed.

Basalt, Silica and Glass textiles.  These unique materials are very  suitable for interiors in trains, sub

ways and stations. They are stronger than materials used today and are impossible to get in fire. One

unique system based on the Basalt cloths is the fire curtain systems for stopping fires in places like sub

way stations.

Fire protection and security applications
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